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PROBLEMS BfCOWTEHED II? IMPLEMENTED INDUSTRIAL 

PROJECTS IK DEVELOPING COUITitlES 

This paper analyzes the problems most frequently en- 

oountered in the implementation of industrial projects in 

developing countries. It has been said time and again that, 

although industrial development planning is generally well 

done these days, plan implementation is almost as generally 

not. Yet the industrial development literature iß crowded 

with books and articles on planning, and quite lacking in 

anything on implementation. The intent of this study ìH 

partially to redress this imbalance¿. 

The implementation phase, for the purpose of this paper, 

is taken to be the work starting with detailed project planning 

and design, through construction, to the time when the project 

is functioning in a satisfactory manner. Thus, the decision 

to invest is assumed to have been made; the product, general 

prooesE, scale, market, financing method and general location 

have been decided upon. Government approval is assumed, at 

least in principle, and the investment funds, including foreign 

exchange, are assumed to be allocated and available. J\t this 

point implementation begins. It includes site selection, 

detailed design of the project to accommodate it to the site 

and to final engineering changes, bidding, contracting and 

procurement, construction and start—up. 

The problems of implementation do iut differ markedly 

between private and public projects. Private projects may, 

on the one hand, experience greater difficulty in obtaining 

approvals and allocations, especially of foreign exchange; 

but the publlo project may, on the other hand, suffer more 

from organisational confusion and delays in decisions. All 

in all, their problems are perhaps about equally burdensome* 

This paper includes both public and private sectors without 

dia tino ti on, exoept in detail, as noted from time to tine. 

lui ft 111 ^fÉÉâiifÉT'tf 
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Hott of the problems discussed here are those encountered 

by large-scale industrial projects of the size that show 

individually in national economic planning.    These arc the 

projects whose delay can upset a development programme or 

whose costs,  when excessive,  can disturb a national budget. 

It is also  the most visible  sector of industry,  and most 

Politically dangerous  if mishandled.    The „hoi, world can see 

a half-built steel mill,   to the embarrassment of those 

responsible.    The  medium- and small-scale projects,  although 

no less important  to national development when taken together, 

individually present fewer imple men ta tx on problems than do 

large-scale projects.    Thoy rely less on foreign exchange and 

imported technology,   tic  up lesa capital during construction 

and are less  likely to attract criticism and interference. 

Nevertheless,  some problems of this sector „ill be discussed 

and suggestions made for their solution. 

Although the  problems discussed here „ill differ somewhat 

from country to country,  they „ill be more marked by their 

general applicability  to all developing countries.    This is 

because the origins of the problems,   the sources of their 

roots, are the same,  and are  to be found in the very dofinition 

of "developing country».    The poverty of means and skills,  the 

lack of foreign exchange accompanying dependence on foreign 

equipment and technology,  the absence of an industrial base 

these are at the source  of implementation problem,, and they 

are common characteristics of practically all new nations. 

In the analysis of problemo that follows, no distinction has 

been made, therefore,  on the basis of country.    We start with 

a discussion of some common problems that cause delay and then 
Prooeod to analyse the cost of these delays. 
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SOURCES OF aSLAY 

The implementation werk of an industrial project divides, 

roughly, into three phases: l) project planning, including 

•ite selection, detailed engineering design and cost 

estimating! 2) the bidding, contracting and procurement cycle 

and 3) construction and start-up. These are, of course, highly 

interrelated activities. Oversights in project planning can 

oause delays in construction. Poor contracting procedures may 

lead to inefficient and costly start-up. With this intcr- 

relatodness in mind, we shall use this three-phase division of 

work as the principle for organizing the great variety of 

problems onoountered in the implementation of industrial project« 

in developing countries, 

ftpojeot Planning 

Much thought has been given over the past several years a« 

to how developing countries can aohieve the most efficient 

allocation of their scarce resouroes, and considerable skills 

have beon developed in the seleotion of the potentially most 

profitable projects from among an array of alternatives; but 

in the planning of individual projects the wise and frugal use 

of oapital, especially foreign exchange, is sometimes not given 

adequate attention. This oversight, whore it occurs, may be a 

source of problems that bedevil the project throughout its 

implementation phase« 

Over-capitalization is, perhaps, the most frequent of 

these errors. Local costs of labour and capital aro not 

realistically appraised before mechanized systems and other 

capital intensive production methods are imported from abroad» 

Jtoonomies of scale are not well understood; some products are 

economically produced only for vast markets and are better 

imported until the market grows. Imbalance of production 

facilities oan lead to parts of a plant being perpetually under- 

used« Failure to estimate the market correctly may lead to 

over or under oapacity« The eoonomic oonsequences of locating 

—  * •-«*- • .**«u*..~M*.!n*i iâffittîL¿•4*amim¡l^*iA¿ 
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tha projoot in a less than tho most oonvenicnt place are 

frequently not defined and measured.    Adequate attention 

i» «onetimes not given to aeisure that the manufacturing 

prooess employed is technically stable, and yet not in 

danger of obsolescence. 

Haokncy makes the point forcefully when he writes i 

The success of a capital investment is 

irrevocably determined during the relatively 

short and usually hootic period between its 

inception and initial productive use.    During 

this period its value  is established.    The  location 

of the facility,   the products it is capable of 

»king,  the process it uses,  the type and quality 

Of squipment,  the efficiency of layout — these 

and similar project decisions will strongly affect 

operating costs and income throughout -the facility's 

Potential working life  of ten to fifteen and more 

years.    It is therefore important to ensure, as far 

a« may be possible,  the correctness of capital 

investment project decisions. ¿/ 

An illustration of the quality and intencity of planning 

that is required if subsequent implementation problems are to 

b« avoided is provided by the procedures of a Dutch Company ¿/ 

that has established several plants in developing countries. 

Ikotories are adjusted both in product and manufacture to the 

•oonomic soale,  labour supply and skill of the host company. 

A pilot operation in Utrecht stimulates the manufacturing mothod. 

to b. used in the subsidiary;  manufacturing methods are 

¿.signed to suit the local situation, sometimes with the result 

y     Haekney, John W., ¿ontrolandjfene^oment of CaMt-ii *.«*—* 
Mow York« John Wiley A Sons, lgS^pTT *       ***&*• 

*t     Uif J^!íi0n?d J^1•10^ in Developing Lands-, Butins.. International, ptb. 10,  I967.    p#4? • EMMOU 
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that méthode, previously thought antiquated, are used. 

Want« oan be put into operation on location with aliasing 

rapidity?  the Cong« plant was built in a week and put into 

operation four days later. 

Inadequate estimating procedures! are another prime 

source of errors in the  planning phase.    Cost estimating 

for capital projects is a complex and difficult procese. 

Failure to adjust cost elements to the  local conditions ef 

developing countries,  and to consider the  relationship of 

project oosta to delays  in implementation,  perhaps aocount 

for the majority of estimating errors. 

A full discussion of estimating procedures is beyond the 

•cope of this paper, but  the following iteme suggest 

potential sources of under-estimation: 

- Additional ooste of remote sito,  including power 

•ouroe, other utilities, construction oolony, 

freight oosts and roads, 

- Coet of first-time effort is always higher than 

eubsequent similar projects because of learning 

effect. 

- Difficulty of anticipating at the time of the 

«stimate all of the installations and features 

required to accomplish the purpose of the projeot. 

• Labour estrmatea must be adjusted to lecal 

productivity and manning patterns. 

• Strike and work stoppages. 

- Cost of ancillary construction and services must be 

iaoluded in plant cost (suoh as, housing colony, 

auxiliary power source, fire protection and security). 

• Allowance for price escalation.    Published price 

indexes suffer from re por ting-time lag and look of 

. eensitivity. 

• Possibility of devaluation. 
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•   Advert« oliamtio conditionsf interruptions for 

Monsoons, etc. 

- Difficult maintenance condition* for construction 

equipment; need for spares inventory. 

- Cost of delays caused by need to import equipment, 

including oustoms clearance. 

- Customs duties for imported equipment« 

•>   Need for a general contingency allowance. 

•»   Meed for a restricted reserve fund. 

Pew projects reach completion without meeting unforeseen 

difficulties, and the estimates must include sufficient 

allowances for such contingencies as changes in design and 

unexpected construction problems.    In this regard Hackney has 

the following advice t 

The cost in lost time, oonfusion, mistakes, and 

inefficiency produced by o hange s in scope must be 

oonsidered.    A project in midoareer has tremendous 

sosten tum.    It takes a substantial expenditure of money 

•nd time to change  its direction.    Sometimes the oost 

Of disrupting the work to make changea will be found to 

outweigh the real but lesser benefits  to be derived« 

In sos» oases  it  is best to complete  the project as 

planned, making the necessary modifications at a later 

date and as a separate operation. M 

Attention should also be given to the source of. oost 

tftismtes.    There  is a natural optimism on the part of pro ¿eat 

pitansrs that haB to be discounted by others« 

\, Oon trap ting and Procurement 

This phase of project implementation ine ludes i    l) 

out bid requests to qualified contractors or vendersi    2) analysis 

y     Jote V« Hackney, op. cit., p. 16. 

í i f*v ^intmi «L. i„ km,, 
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of bidsf    3) oomparison of the best bid with cost estimatesi 

4)    contracting or placing ordure with the lowest qualified 

biddersf 5) follow-up on contractor performance.    There are 

well-established procedures tod generally accepted conventions 

on bidding and contracting that should not be violated without 

very good cause.    We  »iill noL go  into these here,  but will 

only point out certain mistakes to be particularly avoided by 

developing ôountries. 

There is a rather common tendency to solicit bids from 

sources with which there  is no real intention of placing the 

oontraot or order.    This may be done,  for example,  to satisfy 

legal or political requirements for world-wide bidding, when 

in faot the development funds are a loan tied to a source of 

supply•    Or it may result from simple ouriousity about a 

variety of sources, or the dooirc to get additional cost data, 

although a preferred source is already in mind.    Whatever the 

reason, this is poor practice and is self-defoating in the 

long run. 

There is also a tendency in developing countries to acoept 

the lowest bid without reference to the qualifications of the 

bidder to provide goods and scrvioes at the required time, and 

©f the required amount and quality«    At this point a oonsultant 

•ay bo necessary, not only to assist in preparing the 

specifications and invitations to bid, but also to advise on 

the bidder \o whom the oontraot should be awarded. 

Ifcekney warns against these mistakes in the following words I 

Whether work is performed on a cost-plus, fixed- 

priée, or any other basis,  the owner must take 

precautions against getting the wrong oontraotor for 

Ito job at hand.    This calls for pre-eelection of 

contractors so that the low bidder will be acceptable. 

iMlusion of bidders on the list who will not be 

aooepted by the owner, even if they subsdt tao ION 

bid, Is indefensible. 



i.. j*.i jp^pmp^^v ippi 

Contractors should not only be experienced 

in the typo of wrk to be performed,  but the sice 

of the project should be  of the ord*¿r of :nagnitude 

to which they are geared.    Ari organization whioh 

ordinarily hand lo s very large projects may be 

ineffective   in building small unite  unless  it seta 

up r. special part of its  organization for this work« 

Similarly,  a small contractor may get inte 

difficulties  if ht attempts work which is too large 

for his organization at its current stage of 

development. *f 

Contracting' method» vary from the turn-key contract, 

including start-up, on  the one extreme,  to contracting for 

delivery of plant  only,   on the other.    The  variations and 

combinations of approaches are almost limitless,  and the 

appropriate method depends on the specific conditions, 

including: previous experience in the kind of project involved| 

availability of managerial and technical  personnel; need for 

•peoialised equipment that a contractor may provide;   time 

preeoures; desire  for training of local managers and technician«| 

teohnioal complexities of the  project;  and political 

oone iderations • 

John P.  Lewie points out that a 'balance must be etruok 

between meeting time schedules aud having the project próvido 

a meaningful learning experience for the dcvoleping oountry's 

pereonnel.    He statesi 

The best object lesson I know of on thia can be 

dram from the comparative experiences of the three 

Sooond-Plem puUic-eector steel mills, one built under 

Uoatern German oontraots at Hourkela in Orissa 8tate, 

•O Moond under a Soviet contract at Bhilai in Modya 

Pradesh, and the third by a consortium of British firmo 

y     Joan M. Hackney, op. oit., p. 268. 
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Bt IXurgapur in  the Dcunodar Valley region of West 

Bengal«    These  all arc  large fit.ee 1-mak in« units 

with initial designed capacities  of about a million 

ton» of ingot a yccr.     Although they will produce 

different product lints; by  significantly different 

processes,   ...  tiicy   ire  ;.ll designed   to turn out 

satisfactory ¿rades of steel with modern equipment 

tmd methods;  and while each fell behind  its original 

schedule   •   .   .   and each encountered some  unexpected 

technical  difficulties   .   .   .> one   <;atht rr, th-.t all 

•ooner or  L-.ter will work. 

Yet these:   throe   steel  projects have   received 

radically different ratings as to their FUCCC-SB from 

raost Indian and foreign observera.   .   .   . The 

differences are  not due to any inherent differences 

among the  German, British and Huenian nationalities, 

or between Soviet .and Western economic  systems.    They 

were largely the predictable result of  the- widely 

different contractual arrangements  into which the 

government  of  India had entered in the   three  casca• 

At itourkela,  the   first of the  three projects  to 

be undertaken,   separate govemment-of-India contract» 

wore signed with as many as thirtyfive   individual 

forman firms,  and the entire burden of  coordinating 

the project fell on the Indian management.  .   .  . The 

•nd result of  the flourkela project will be a substantial 

•uro«ss| but the distressingly awkward manner in which 

the work was organised probably can be  blamed for some 

of the technical fumbles and certainly  is responsible 

for unnecessary delays, unexpectedly high costs, and a 

certain amount of bad feeling. 

At Durgapur, the  last of the three projects to be 

ft&rted, contractual arrangements were  carried to an 

opposite extrem«;    the government of India entered into 

a «inflo oontraot with an ad jg£ consortium of a dosso 

• •j~-i 
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British firn» (which in turn did considerable sub- 

contracting) for a finished,  operable steel plant, 

Durgapur,  in other words,  was a turn-key job;  full 

responsibility for coordinating c.ll aspects of the 

construction  Lay with the  consortium.    The  latter, 

evidently thoroughly mindful of   „he need for a 

unitary operation,  was carrying forward its work 

efficiently.   .   .   .   But the   Indians on  the scone, 

compared with the ir colleagues   at the  other two sites, 

•caroely felt like   participants.    Lacking responsible 

involvement  in the  construction as such,  they found 

that the latter ¿'ave thin little preparation for the 

problems of operation. 

What struck mo moat forcefully at Bhilai, having 

ootne directly from  tlu. other mills,   ... was the 

extraordinarily high morale of  the Indian participants 

in the   project.    They were not  only enormously proud 

•f the   relatively   good n cord  tliat the work at Bhilai 

had rir.de;  they were  completely   convinced that this was 

substantially  their accomplishment.    Sharing fully, us 

they saw it,   in each step of the  work,   they had 

gained so much  in-service  training and experience during 

the project»a planning ani construction phases that they 

wero thoroughly confident of their ability to move  to 

an entirely Lidian  operation of  the plant in very short 
order. 

•   .    The procedural  success of Bhilai was essentially 

the result of faithful execution of an astutely drawn 

©«»tract — a single contract in which the Soviet 

government undertook to provide   all required imports 

and foreign personnel in timely  fashion, to provide 

training for  Indian  operators,  and to supply  all of 

the technical guidance necessary  for building a plant 

Of the  specified capabilities»  but, at the same time, 

the contract stipulated that all  line decision making, 

M to design and construction as well as to subsequent 
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Operations, was to be the exclusive perogative of 

Indian project personnel  .... 

Superficially this was a curious contract in 

that each party obligated itself unilaterally to 

responsibilities that it could not in fact perform 

without the co-operation of the  otherj but precisely 

this,  of course, was  its particular strength:  the 

oontract forced detailed partnership(   explicit bi- 

national  co-o;>eration and agreement at every stage 

of the  project.    It was this characteristic  of the 

arrangement that,  as widely reported,  was mirrored at 

all  levels of  the project organization by the dual 

posting  of RuEsiar*  and Indian counterparts to most 

supervisory and technical positions.    Each pair was 

required to work as partners,  formally always with 

the Russian in the advisory,  the  Indian in the decision- 

making capacity, actually with the Indian assuming 

more and more of the joint initiative as the work 

proceeded. 2/ 

Construction and Start-up 

There are two aspects of the construction and start-up 

phase that provide  the source of most of the problems that 

oocur during this last stage of project implementation. 

These are the general management and organization of 

construction, and the scheduling and control procedures. 

The first essential condition for effective management 

of construction is unity of command in a single person, 

the project manager.    He  should be as close to the scene 

of aotion as possible,  in the early stages at the engineering 

office and later at the construction site.    Remote control of 

projects in the implementation stage does not work. 

¡/     Lewis, John P.    Quiet Crisis in India.   Washington D.C.i 
The Brookings Institution, Asia Publishing House, 
Boaoay,  1962.    pp. 293-298. 
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The shortage of managers capable of taking on full 

responsibility for project implementation is one of the 

main difficulties in the way of industrial development. 

It is sometimes compounded either by an unwillingness  to 

employ foreigners in management or by the scarcity of suitable 

foreign personnel.    There are various contracting and consulting 

arrangements for getting around this shortage,   and although 

most may appear costly  on first sight,  they usually pay for 

themselves  in time savings and the avoidance of costly mistakes. 

The following account from Korea tells how a capable 

contracting firm,  in spite of a serios of staggering problems, 

managed to bring its project  to timely completion through 

skilful project management. 

In April, Korea's Ministry of Commerce and Industry 

commissioned thiversal Oil Products Company to conduct 

a preliminary engineering study for the proposed 

refinery.    This study was completed in July, and 

negotiations began  to select a firm to build the 

refinery. 

A corporation,  with worldwide experience in 

engineering and construction of grass-roots refineries 

suoh as the one planned near Ulsan, guaranteed completion 

of the project within 16 months, and on October 17 won 

the oontract for the project. 

The firm's overseas experience enabled it to foresee 

«est problems associated with projects in other countries, 

but it faoed additional obstacles unique to this Korean 

job-sito{ roads leading to it were poor; no communioations 

network was available;  lumber was practically non- 

existent; and sand and rook sources had to be developed. 

In addition,  the contractor had to provide power for 

construction, establish security and fire proteotion 

servioes, furnish housing for personnel -- in effect, sake 

the site self-sufficient.   Recruiting and training a native 
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work-force (which eventually numbered nearly  1,200) 

was another responsibility  of the contracting company. 

After establishing a liaison in Seoul,  word was 

sent immediately to  the contractor's home office, 

where engineering work bogan within 10 days and 

procurement of equipment began within a month. 

Arrival of the ¿renerai  superintendent at  the  job- 

Bite in  December helped in  planning site preparation. 

Bagineering and procurement,  meanwhile,   continued on 

•ohedule  in the  home   oil ice.    %  mid-February, 

construction equipment was  on hand, temporary  buildings 

had been constructed and the first supervisors had 

arrived to help organize the many construction 

activities and  train workeru, 

Probleme  in site  preparation caused the  company to 

miss its  intended start-up date  of March 1 by nearly 

two weeks, and construction did not begin until Maroh 

12. 

Kore a» 8 rainy climate,   taken into coneideration 

during original scheduling,   surprised  .   . , and Koreans 

alike.    Still striving to rtgain  the two lost weeks,  thû 

workers encountered more délaye when unusually heavy 

spring rains — the  heaviest in Korean  history — fell 

on  the  job-site  in April and continued  through Fî&y. 

The rains not only hampered all construction activity, 

but actually caused a ceecation of work  on several 

occasions. 

for example, four inches of rain fell during a 1<^ 

hour period on April 18, completely flooding the project, 

burying materials under mud and causing excavations  te 

eave in.    fy the end of hay, the  company was 3° lays 

behind schedule. 

In June, still a month behind, 13 inches of rain 

fall over a five-day period and the project wsva ocapletely 
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flooded again.    Good working weather did not arrive 

wit il August,  though the industrious Koreans — 

willing to work and capable of working in adverse 

weather conditions — had helped the company regain 

some of the  lost time during July. 

I$y September,   the peak work-force of craftsmen 

was at work on the refinery.    Aiding this effort were 

a minimum of design changea, cooperative vendors who 

supplied equipment on time and a lack of major shipping 

delays« 

Shipping of equipment across national borders, 

often a major obstacle in construction progress of 

overseas projects,  was expedited through an agreement 

with the Korean government for passing construction 

Materials directly through customs unopened.    This was 

the first tir¡e Korea worked out such an arrangement with 

a private firm. 

Meanwhile, the urgency of compietinb> the task had 

been relayed to the workers and to the sub-oontraotors 

responsible for offshore facilities,, tankage and pipe- 

lines.    Their response and a lack of major delays 

contributed to the  amazing speed with which the  job 

oontinucd.   Near the end of October, work was nearly 

85 per cent oomplete, 

Oi Dec.  2I — 58 days earlier than the oontraot 

oallcd for — the contractor placed control of the 

refinery in the hands of Korea Oil Corporation. £/ 

Ifcny construction projects fall behind beoause of inadequate 

•ehedulinc and control procedures.    Progress reporting fro« 

projects under construction is frequently inadequate.    A 

VPioal proceduro is a report in two parts, one a narrative 

•eotion describing physical progress,  frequently done in 

general terms and sometimes without reference to speoifio 

tTgcts. and the other an expenditure-to-date section that show 
§/   Jussler, Walter L.  »An Boonomio «enaissance Occur, in  

Korea«, Korean iteport, Vol. IV, No. 3, April-June 1964. 
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how fast the project is managing to spend money, without 

reference to the efficiency or eoonomic timing of that 

expenditure.    Although planning charts of the bar typo, 

showing the sequence  of activities to be accomplishod by 

given future datos, are frequently prepared in the planning 

stage,  they are  far less frequently employed as control 

oharts in the construction phase,,    In a later part of this 

paper presenting suggestions for  improved practice,   the 

network scheduling system is recommended and described. 

The system is not new;   it is widely used elsewhere and has 

beoome the prevalent scheduling and control system for the 

construction industry in the developed countries. 

Start-up problems are somewhat different from those 

Of construction and require  special consideration.    Most 

important is to have the ri¿ht people on hand in the right 

number a.    One way to train the key technical,  production 

and maintenance staff is to have them work for a time in an 

operating plant of the same kind.    There should be a start-up 

manager on hand, apart fron the project manager and the 

future works manager.    As a specialist in the start-up phase, 

who has been through it repeatedly before, he will be 

prepared to react quiokly and oorrectly in the event of 

trouble. 

The start-up of a plant using secondhand equipment and 

machinery is particularly chanoey and difficult.    There are 

obvious oiroumstances under which the purohase of secondhand 

equipment is a good idea.    When, for example, the technology 

in a given field has nade great advances, it is possible that 

the displaoed machinery can be put to profitable use in a 

developing oountry.    An advantage in the purohase of used 

maohinery is that it can be delivered more quickly than 

sew machinery.    Most manufacturers require from six months 

to two years to supply new machines, whereas used machines 

can usually be acquired immediately and installed quiokly. 

Used maohinery generally oosts from one-quarter to one-third 

.¿^ ^. *^tii| liiiaii   i¡ • 
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ft« wuoh as now machinery of most recent design.   Ifeod 

«echinery, however,  iB no bargain if it does noi produce 

satisfactorily,    %iess the produot it produco* Is 

owspetitive in quality with other available produot,  the 

machinery is a poor investment. 

When seoondhand plant and maohinery is to be used 

in an industrial project, certain precautions can b© taken 

to prevent diffioultios and delays occurring at th«  tin» 

Of installation and start-up.    As a general rule i.t i. w*H 

for the buyer not to try to go it alone.    There are  three 

oourses of action he can follow in seeking help.   First, hs 

oan engage managers • or consultants from abroad who will help 

him buy and install the secondhand machinery.    A second 

method, and perhaps the- safest of all,   ifl through a joint 

business venturo with  the firm that is selling the second- 

hand equipment.    This has been done on many occasions with 

considerable success.     If neither of these alternatives i. 

available,   the buyer should engage an independent expert to 

examine the machinery he is considering buying.    There arc 

some companies that do this aB a regular service. 

No matter how the   buyer attempts to protect himself 

against the purchase of unusable maohinery, there ore 

still dangers in the practice.    Ihohinery must be tested 

under power and in operating conditions to make sure  that 

it werke properly.   Merely the sight of a machine that appwr. 

to be in good condition is not adequate  to understand it. 

The purchaser „mot also find out if the machine has all sf 

ohe necessary attachments and accessories.    fhny machine, 

•old «as is« are not useful uniese the accessories oan be 

found.    There is also the problem of dismantling, psokia,, 

•hipping, and re-assembling tho equipment.    Many piece, of 

equipment may operate in their old location, but never oan 

* put together to operate successfully elsewhere.   Por     • 

•hese reasons it is well for the buyer to have see rooours* 

or control ever tho situation until the »»chines have  pss« 
put into production. 
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TM COQT Of raiflYg 

although much ha* boen said and written about the 
W,tl 0f **!**  in i^oje-ct implementation -  the tied- 

up capital, the  loes  of earning opportunity and the 

lMobiliiiflc of scarce foreign exchange - little data 

«1st. on  the magnitude of  those oouts,   or their elation 

to various rate« of time discount.    A study ^recently 

«dieted in India provides  the fir.t organized information 

*  thi. subject. ' Tl:u   study pointe  out tV.t developing 

countries .hould UBO high rates of time discount in 

oaloulating the present value of committed funds. 

The let* rate  of subetitutlon of future for 

present consumption .  .   ., the relative over- 

•uppljr of labour and also the political determination 

to accelerate economic growth by rapid increases in 

the level of investment,  all  tend to determine high 

Pates of time discount.    These high rates emphasife 

the importance of  obtaining maximal returns from 

investments,  and  put a heavy weight on the returns 

obtainable during  the first few years of project life. 

Tet,  in . .   . many  . .  . developing countries, one 

•ncounters lar^e sums tied up in projects with 

«tended gestation periods, widespread and considerable 

lags in project completion, and aubstantial under- 

»tilisation of both new and existing facilities. 

Thesa represent a  large loss to the nation in 

potential income and potentir.1 saving for re- 
iaveatnent« 2/ 

^    H^UH^T f•* ****** »Po» the doctoral dissertation «snSSä?»»»«*»-» 
¡/   uro, p. n-i. 

üiféi fi ir'Tlftñ-"* 
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Table I gives the length of time from approval in 

prinoiple to full produotion for 41 public-sector capital 

proseóte in India, The data are necessarily crude} in 

•one oases they are based on estimates. They serve, however, 

to provide a sense of dimension. The public sector is used 

for this illustration, not because the private sector has 

»•osssarily fared any better in keeping its projects to 

schedule, but beoauoe the accounting procedures of the 

Publio sector provide open information on this subject. 

Also, it must be emphasized, that the Indian case is used 

not because it represents either poor practice or good 

practice, but because it is the only case available. 

The average lag from initially scheduled production 

start for these 4I projects is about l£ years. The total 

•verace time to go from the first project approval to full 

©apaoity operations ranged from ?£ years for thermal power 

projects to 10 /4 years for nitrogenous fertilizer plants. 

In many casos the funds, both foreign and domestic, fer 

these projects wore oommitted, and immobilized, at the 

tine of project approval. The oosts of these under-utilised 

resources is a major source of inadequate returns to 
investment. 

Table 2 presents the results of discounted cash flaw 

calculations which show the effeots of more rapid project 

oosipletion and attainment of full capacity production en 

the net worth of individual projects. Two sets of 

alternative assumptions about financing methods are nadet 

Assumption Me.! 1 Investment costs coincide in time with 

invebtment outlays. The effect of this 

pay-as-orou-e« assumption is to aininlse 

the cost of lags in the construction 

period, since such lags defer both benefits 

and costs. This assumption is usually 

invalid, for at least the forest capital 

&    !?*S° oaleulatic«» badine to Tabls 2 see the APDSSMUZ 
It this paper. '*      * 

4 
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of investment, which  is 

typically allocated before the project 

is undertaken, and is thereafter un- 

available for other projects. 

As.uaptionKc.-2: One-half the  capital iB committed at 

the  time  of project approval}   the rest 

is pay-as-yeu-ge. 

The production life of all pr0J¿ct8 i8 aBQUnfcd to be 

fifteen years, with no subsequent scrap value.    The start 

of production is assumed to occur after 755S of the total 

investment is disbursed,  a conservative assumption. 

Disoount rates of 7/5 and 1$% have been used. 

The results, as shown in Table 2, although roughly 

drat« and intended to be notional only,  indicate that delays 

in reaching full capacity have a particularly strong impact 

on the net value of projects at both high and low rates of 

disoount.    Under assumption number 2*0*0 cost of áalay in 

reaching full capacity production is about the same for 

both discount rates,   since the  higher operating margins 

and higher discount rates tend to cancel each other out. 

Table 2 shows,  for example, that at a 15% discount 

rato, a one-year lag in project completion can reduce the 

not worth of an industrial project by about 8%, and a delay 

of one year in reaching full capacity can reduce the net 

worth of the same project by another 12JÍ. 

If one puts these figures together, it appears that 

the oombined effeot of more economical financing methods, 

aooelerating completion by one year, and attaining full 

oapeoity one year earlier would save an amount equal U 

WUfhly 15!¿-17# of investment at a % disoount rate, and 

about 22^4^ of investment at a 155É discount rate. 

This comparison shows the great difference efficient 

•ansgement oan make in the utilisation of scarce capital. 

This differonoe is at least of the same order of magnitud« 

•• differences in costs due to locational factors, 

eeonosiies of scale and labour productivity. 
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fflffi pWffgfTIOKB POH AVOIJCIG PHOBUafl 

OF HffLEHEjHTwTIOU 

As the  previous actions  of this  paper have  indicated, 

the best way  to avoid problème and delays  in the  implement- 

ation phr.se  of industrial   projects  is   tlirou^h mcticuloue 

project planning and continuous .attention   to  the  cot't of 

time.     float of the  kinds  of* probi, mr.   itemized and discusucd 

hero art. avoidable  if anticipat'.d.     <.s  developing countries 

gain repeated experience  in projvct planning and implement- 

ation  they  loin, to avoid the ce   problemi;,  and the quality of 

performance   improves. 

Perhaps  the gre a tv. at single  opportunity for improvud 

praotice  in implementing industrial projects  is in the area 

of project scheduling and control methods.    Powerful 

techniques are available  that novo not been broadly applied 

in developing countries.    Among ti^ese  is  "critical path 

scheduling". 

Improved Scheduling and Control 

Critical  path scheduling is based on the conocpt of 

discovering,  and paying particular attention to,  the longest 

timc-pr.th through a network of activities.    The cyctem is 

not newj   it  ia widely used (.1stwhere  and has become the 

provalent scheduling and control system for the construction 

industry in advanced countri-s.    Although moat users of the 

Method employ  Computern  in its use,   this  is not an essential 

aspect of the method.    A paper-and-pencil adaptation can be 

worked out appropriate  to the needs  of developing countries» 

, The basis of critical path scheduling is the application 

of the  concept of network analysis to the  planning and control 

Of time schedules.    The concept of network analysis is similar 

to that used in comrunications ana electronics.    Planning a 

project os a network of activities allows  the application of 

precise tachniques to the problem of pluming the time sobcdules 

è» m meto: hWiÉik'ÉÉmÊmÊÈÈÊUkï: as •»      -•      •   '" ~     -    - - *   ~i - 
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and the cost schedule of the project. The planning of 

performance is the planning of the physical activities 

and sequence of operations necessary to achieve the project 

objectives. The planning of time schedules is tin- correlation 

of the performance plan to calender dates in order to insure 

meeting deadline». 

The first step in the planning of operations begins with 

the definition of the project's objectives and its? scope. 

The project is then analyzed into the activities required. 

The activities should be broken down into the smallest unit 

that has to be scheduled -".nd controlled. 

The important data needed arc the activities, their 

estimated tines, and some uay of showing efficiently the 

sequence of activities'required. The logical analysis 

required to draw up the lists of activities and to establish 

their soquence relationships provides in itself an advantage 

of the system. Exhibit 1 she.;s an example of the major 

activities required to build a house. This list is, of course, 

groatly simplified as compared to the list of activities which 

a building contractor would want to use; however, the simpli- 

fied listings of activities is more appropriate for explanation 

here. The Exhibit 1 shows, in addition to the listing of 

activities, the sequence of activities required and an estimate 

Of the normal time for completion of each activity in days. 

These sequoncos are imposed by the technological requirements 

of the activities. For example, one cannot pour the 

foundations before excavation. 

Prom Exhibit 1 we can now prepare the arrow diagram or 

projcot graph shown in Exhibit 2. In this exhibit the oiroles 

represent activities and the arrows represent sequences of 

activities required to carry through the project. Thü rules 

for constructing the projeot graph arc simple. Arrows indicate 

direction of flow, and activities connected by an arrow 

iadioate that the second in the sequence must be preceded by 

the first. If it is possible to trace a oircular oath through 

the naso at any point, some mistake has been made in determining 

lrttA,& ^Lt£' i S i- t  •- — *s ... :;^-. ^ir.  ......   ^  >. -_  ._- _.„  ..*_*—.^_^^„^_J„^1^_J_____^^M 
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tho precedence relationships or in prepcring the diagram« 

We oould enumerato 22 unique paths from start to finish 

through the diagram.    The shortest path requires 14 days "by 

the soquence in a-b-c-r-v-w-x.    The longest path through the 

system requires 34 days,  through the activity sequence 

a-b-c-d-j-k-1-n-t-s-oc.    The latter is the critical path. 

It determines the over-all minimum project time and mdioates 

which activities are  critical in meeting this minimum time 

schedule.    If the contractor attempts  to complete the house 

in less than 34 days,  it would be necessary for him somehow 

to shorten the  time requirements for one or more of the 

activities along the critical path.    It would be useless to 

shorten the time requirements for jobs not on the oritioal 

path. 

Determining the critical path for a projeot graph as 

•impie as the one for Exhibit 2 is neither difficult nor timo 

consuming, sinoc we need only to compare time requirements in 

the alternate branches to determine which path takes maximum 

time.    For the complex projects for which critical path 

scheduling is designed, however,  the critical path is not 

obvious| and it usually requires some  oaloulation to discover 

it. 

Although network analysis provides a highly systematized 

and logical method of planning,  it does not relieve managc- 

Mont of the responsibility for control.   Network analysis dooa 

not provide automatic control or automatic planning.    It dooa 

provide a highly efficient tool for planning and oontrol. 

The first point where control has to be oxeroised by 

Management ìB in the definition of the project objectives, 

and this should occur in the planning phase, bo fore the list 

of tho component activities of the project is drawn up.    Ths 

list of activities should be agreed upon by all those involved 

in the particular project.    The prevalent o us torn seems to bt 

to delay approval of the list of activities until an arrow 

diagram has already been prepared, since the development of 

the arrow diagram itself helps to verify the list of aotivitls«« 

'"t"-  •***• • Wâ íááuki-dáiimt m¡ i  -* »-•"•- "*• •"•**i- - .fr«-*— *ja.-.»¿t.. i..,*^%ii,'..-ju*$: 
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Exhiblt 1 

Soauencc and Time iteguirements of Job| 
in Building a House 

Description 
Immediate 
Predecessors 

Moral 
tin» 

tff 

J.I» 

Start 

sxoavate and pour footers a 

Four concret« foundation b 

Ireot wooden frame including rough roof e 

Lay brickwork d 

Install basement drains and plumbing o 

Pour basement floor 

Install rough plumbing 

Install rough wiring 

Install heating and ventilating 

fasten plaster board and piaster 
(including drying) 

Lay finish flooring 

Install kitchen fixtures 

Install finish plumbing 

Finish carpentry 

Finish roofing and flashing 

Fasten gutters and downspouts 

Lay storm drains for rain water 

land and varnish flooring 

Faint 

Finish eleotrioal work 

Finish grading 

Four wmlks and oosiplets Isjiásotfiag 

Finish •§««« 

10 

— &*>-*' I   ili 1 uria 
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-      ?*     - Critical Path Method 

Ex'IIBfT   2   P»OJECT CKAPH 

S  * 

-^ CRITICAI PATH 

—J03 IDENTIFICATION 

-J03 TIME REQUIREMENT 

,jbÊ*kJÊÊmLJÉÊmik ...J,,..,- ...^rf    ...   .^,-  .JÉ...      .,..,,..    i.jÉfiA*. 
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Approval of the arrow diagram is probably the key control 

function in the planning phase. This approval really 

mana approval of a detailed plan of action. If modifi- 

cations or ohanges are later introduocd, they can always 

bo related to the original diagram. 

A  serios of reporte may bo generated during the course 

of the projeot to control performance. With the basic data 

provided in the schedule (carliost and latest ntart and 

finish times, and critical path), many variations of those 

data may be obtained by sorting and tabulation. Tho strategio 

factor in controlline performance is maintaining the schedule. 

An information systom can be set up BO that revised schedules 

produced periodically will reflect tho latest revisions in 

time oatimates and the latest actual times for activities 

oompleted. This type of updating procedure fulfills the 

needs of project management. In addition, the head office 

should bo told exactly how eaoh revised schedule departs from 

the original plan. Especially at the end of the projeot a 

oostporison of the original and tho final schedule actually 

accomplished is desirable in order to determine what should 

be modified in the next project so that mistakes arc not 

repeated. 

aiapllf led Guineerin« and Design 

This seotion suggests two engineering approaches to 

faster project implementation. They are not meant to be taken 

too seriously in themselves, but are presented as ideas of 

the sort of thing to which more attention should perhaps be 

fivon. The first has to do with standardisation of plant 

design. 

OROS the process to be employed has been adapted to local 

conditions, tho next task is the engineering design of the 

plant facilities. Individual plant design is an expensive 

prooedur«, amounting to an estimated 15j£ of the total projeot 

oost, and it provides «limited opportunities for mistakos, 

dela/s and over-runs on construction costs. Detailed 
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engineering and construction drawings, specification», ond 

liete of equipment ¡and materiale needed, all phased in the 

proper order for delivery on the site, are required for the 

processing equipment,  the foundations and building, and any 

auxiliary services needed. 

i 

IÍ 

<. t 

Normally this work is handled by a consulting engineering 

firm, who must have  experience and particular competence  in 

the industrial process,  and thorough integrity in dealing 

with the numerous suppliers of machinery aid construction 

services.    Well and properly done,   thin process resulte  in 

satisfactory construction and operation, but it is difficult 

and expensive  to perform and the number of qualified firm« 

is limited.    The alternative is standardized plant design. 

The advantage of standardization is that, when once 

constructed and operated at one location the sanie plans and 

ppooelures,  corrected and improved where necessary,  can be 

employed at known coste and known results in other areas. 

Those known coots and results can be  transposed to make  the 

planning of other projects of the same  type  immeasurably 

easier and the implementation much more certain.    The difficulties 

With standardized plant design ar^ with the site requirements 

and variations requested in production volume, but floating 

concrete slab foundations are generally usable on all sites, 

regardless of soil conditions, and modular design can usually 

offer definite steps  in planned production output. 

One company,  for example,  has designed six sizes of 

standard package petroleum refineries specifically for salo 

to less developed regions.    Theae are self-sufficient units, 

built to generate their own power and supply their own stead 

and water treatment facilities,  so they may operate at sites 

removed from centres of industry.    The company provides a 

detailed proposal on operation, with guaranteed volume and 

quality specifications for the output,  on-site construction, 

and oven supervision in operation and maintenance,  if desired« 

This very complete ••turn-key1' concept removes the burdens of 

organisational and administrativo responsibilities usually 

; itiiiir    "liliiiif" '«*'*'•'- dÊktàm j«*** 
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by the purchaser in multiple-contract bidding, and 

permita tht contractor to accept wide responsibility and 

penalty olausos in regard to performance, without charging 

a wide mtrgin for uncertainties.    The  coat and time' savings 

to  the purchaser of standardized design can thus be vt.ry 

•tibetantial. 

Another engineering approach to faster project 

implementation is préfabrication,    HB with standardized 

design,  this idea of préfabrication ie meant  to be notional 

and suggestive  only,  to indicate  the kind of things that 

might be considered. 

Tho construction of process facilities on-site in the 

less developed countries  is an awkward and tine consuming 

process.    Construction material may well be  of uncertain 

quality, of diverse standards,  and difficult to obtain on 

•ohedule, or difficult to obtain at all.    Material problems, 

willing but unskilled labour, unusual climatic conditions 

and difficult transport in a remote area, combine  to delay 

projects and over-run costs. 

àu local contractors may be unqualified for industrial 

projects, which require a considerable measure of experience 

and managerial organization, the use  of international 

©onitruction companies has become common.    Thuse firms aocept 

the responsibility,  often with penalty clautas, for 

performance to standard specifications and tiohedules;  they 

provide the material,  the  supervisory personnel,  and the 

construction machinery required to build the plant on thu site, 

but even with experience and equipment the won: is demanding« 

An alternative to on-site construction iß the use of 

prefabricated plants.    These ore compact industrial processe« 

that can bo built complete, at considerably reduced cost, in 

an industrialised nation, with skilled labour and fabricating, 

maohining and handling equipment available, and under 

experienced eng ino e rs and cost anú quality supervision» 

Préfabrication le a new industriai technique.   It may be 

either in the form of a completely self-contained unit that 

l*IMAàÌ^ta_u_di-M^_aa-_M___a-^_-a^^a^^M^MMMk| 
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lt »hipped di»ns»embled, but require« no »killed labour 

for aasombly, or a component package of ports ready for 

a»»e«bly with some skilled labour, but no local material. 

An example of the  préfabrication technique  is Been 

in the recent installation of a petroleum refinery at Port 

Brega,   Libya.    This  refinery, with a capacity of 8,000 

barrels per day, which  is adequate for Libyan requirement» 

of kerosene, gasoline,   diesel and fuel oil,  was built with 

modular design on a concrete barge at the shipyards at 

Antwerp, and then towed 3,000 miles to the site.    The barge 

va» then set in a dredget inlet,  with the  concrete base 

forming the permanent foundation and linked to a tank farm 

on the shore.    Delivered on time,   it was ready for operation 

3 day» later.    The  project was considered so successful 

that a number of other standard end prefabricated refineries 

are planned, and a barge-mounted power station, with two 

turbin« generators of 12,500 kw capacity,  has been ordered 

for Port Brega, to be  installed next to the refinery. 

If 

f 

í 

! 
I) 1 

Industrial Estates and Prepared Lands 

Another way in which developing countries can avoid 

problems  in the implementation of industrial project», 

o»pecially medium-sized and smaller projects,   i» by 

providing them with industrial estates or prepared land». 

An industrial estate is a tract uf land which i» sub- 

divided and developed for the use of indu«try.    Provision» 

arc normally made for streets and roads, transportation 

facilities and the neoessary utilities.    In some industrial 

estate» factory building» are erected in advance of »ale or 

lease to the occupants.    In other industrial ostate» only 

the land is subdivided and prepared for industry. 

Although all sizes of enterprise benefit from locating 

in Industrial esta tos,  the benefits appear to be greatest 

and aoat obvious for small- and medium-scale factories. 

Urger industrial enterprises often have the financial «ad 

.ÄÄ*.,*f?A,- ."^àtìàm^ Éí    ¿tastai *_ AJÔÉJ AÉatfc iJÊÊSkaLtM 
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Mina<irial rje-'urccc tc  develop the  property themselves. 

Industriai estates assißt in many ways tö prevent 

or overcome  the  problème  of project implement.", ti on.     First, 

they save  the   tir.e tad cost  normally needed in  the  selection 

of a  sight and  the purchase   of lana.    Problems cf   industrial 

sonine and lecal +-x.s ar.  o.-T.pL?V.ly eliminated.  Progress 

need net bo delayed while   the basic utilities art:   provided. 

Water,  electricity and newage dirposal  frequently  present 

a major problem in the   preparation of a plant site   in 

developing ccun trier.     Many   e otates  provide  training services 

to prepare   th.  work force   fur employment before   the   factory 

is  completed.     Thic eliminates the  necessity cf  in-plant 

training, whioh! frequently  slows down  the rate at which 

the  factory is brought into full production.    Where   the 

©state provides both land and the buildings on a  lease basil, 

the  financing of industries  is considerably easier. 

The development of an  industrial ou ta te is  in itsolf, 

of oourse,   the  implementation of an industrial project, 

•lid all that has been said above about the importance of 

tim« applies equally well  to  the industrial estate.     The 

most important cost element  in speed in constructing the 

project and having it fully  occupied by industrial  plants. 

The  sooner development funde arc recovered the moro quickly 

they oan be used for uthov   thinge,  and,  conversely,  slow 

development of the estrte  retarde the  income stream from ths 

investment and hurts the  financial success; of the projeot. 

fe£.   «ita  Wm, WB^UIËËÊÊFWÊÊSJÊÊÊL: SSBSBSSWBK^K^^SBBBBKâslsl. 
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To illuminate some of the problema involved in ito 

i«pl.»ontin« of industrial project, in developing countrie., 

«d to .how how some of them may be overcome with time, the 

fertili«« Corporation of India was chosen as a significant 

caw» study.    PCI is a large, multi-plant, public-sector fir« 

presently contributing more than half the total output of the 

Indie* nitrogenous fertilizer industry.    It, or Ite 
organisational predecessors, have during the past twen* your, 

participated in eight major no, projects, including four now 

(1968) in various stages of implementation, as well as several 

.ub.tantial expansions.    The general directive governing 

fCI«. current expansion plans is to be  prepared to undertake 

two now project, during the next five years,  in addition to 

tho.e now under way.    In some of their past project., they 

have experienced serious difficulties and long delays in the 

ocpHtion of work, .0 their growing capacity to carry out 

their heavy responsibilities i. a matter of considered 

interest. 

"5 
j 

t >. 

problems ttaoountored 

The problems the Fertiliser Corporation of India has 

facd are, in fact, very much like tho.e ^countered in other 

Indi« industries both public and - to an extent - privat.. 

A f.n«ral .ketch of the most critical problem area, follow«! 

1.      Projects, especially in the public .octor, hav. 

cen.ist.ntly delayed by the prolonged prooeso of decision 

aakinf regarding essential features of the undertaking!    .lf*t 

iooation,  process, output mix, mode of implementation and 

financing, etc.   Often, even in priority project»,  this proo«» 

11/   Thi. i« a condensed version of a case prepared by Sober» 
0. lepotto, and presented in hi. dootorol the.is.   op. 
oit. ». XIW to III-25. (UM<* "i** permis.ion of th. 
author). 
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has takon longer than actual implementation.    The reasons 

are many.    One is the  instability of the economic environ- 

ment — including,   of course,  conditions surrounding foreign 

credits — and the  uncertainty regarding the  átate 0f the 

market after three  to .six y^ars,  when the  project would come 

on stream.    Some  of this is inherent in a:i  ,conomy undergoing 

rapid structural  change,.    Some  of it is due   to   tight resource 

constraints managed by  rigid direct controle,     in fact,   long 

gestation periods  increase the forecasting  problem,  to which 

the conscientious  react i m is further study to refine  the 

data available for decision, which further lengthens the 

gestation period.    In certain projects in the past, this 

cycle  of re-definition and re-study threatened to continue 
indefinitely. 

Another problem has been the diffusion of responsibility 

for project planning and decision, and the extensive provisions 

for reviow which heve  prevailed.    This has been  largely an 

attempt to ensure  conformity of the  individual project with 

over-all financial and sectoral plane and policies, in the 

oontext of rapid structural change.    It has also been,  in the 

public sector, a reflection of some  lack of confidence  in the 

capabilities of management in thj onterprisee  to plan and 

define new projects,  when,  in fact,  management in some 

enterprises lacked the  experience and staff to do ao.    It has 

been,   in the private sector,  a reflection of Government's lack 

of oonfidence in market  signals and the price mechanism, when, 

in fact, relative prices have been both volatile and distorted. 

The result, howaver, has been a time-consuming process of 

deliberation, clarification, revision and review by a 

«altitude of agencies. 

2.      A related problem has been frequent revision of 

project plans aftor execution has begun, entailing considerable 

Ion of time.   Son»times, new conditions or information have 

arisen to enforce changes in plans.    Sometimes,  however, 

inadequacies in planning have been at fault.    These have not 

only delayed dtcision-omking, a« sketohy planning work is 
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clarified and amplified in the review process, but IIQVO 

also led to regrettable and costly change« later on. 

Also, inadequate attention tc  'he  cost  of tin» has 

sometimes  permitted ohang.-B ii. scope ».horo not absolutely 

necosnary,   in  order  to effoct maximal   cost economies or 

to meet additional demands,  "t i pri^    in lost + ime which 

would bo  found  ti outweigh  the real benefits to be gained. 

3,      /,  third probier.; has b un  io lay in procurement, 

encompassing land acquisition, contract  award and approval, 

iaport licensing ar.-t foreign exchange  release, and procurement 

of source  domestic mat.rials.    Lend acquisition, especially 

if many ownerc   .T tenants occupy the   d«sired cite,  has 

frequently be on a protracted preces?  of negotiation of 

adoq\»te  compensation, appeal through  the courts, agitation 

and local  political skirmishing,  and problems of re-settling 

the "outsees".     Thes*   problens touch complex legal and social 

isoues. 

MuissrouB difficulties have  similarly hampered the lotting 

of oontracts:     accumulation of data needed for the preparation 

of tender invitations, which öfter» re ot on submissions by 

design consultants or equipment suppliers;  evaluation of bili 

With wide divergence among bidders in  scopo,  design,  foreign 

exohange  component,  and so  on;  sometimes problems  of finding 

qualified bidders within the country for domestic services, 

or in the  country or origin for country-tied aid-financed 

projects|  problems of negotiation when,  for one reason or 

another,   there   is  less than adequate  competition among bidder»| 

problems  of fixing responsibility narrowly enough to avoid 

timo-consuming review or committee deliberations.    The result 

Of all these problems has been that delays,  sometimes as  long 

a« a year or more, have not infrequently occurred in finaliaing 

key oontracts, retarding progress on the whole project. 

Procurement problems associated with import lioensinf 

Have go «any ramifications and strike  ao deeply that tha 

subject requireB a book to itself.   Basically, however, ite 

extres* balance of payments constraint has engendered a ayataa 
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of import control involving close scrutiny of proposed 

foreign cxohange expenditure  for essentiality and domestio 

availability of ..quivalent items, a complicated probier, 

of matching import domande against vari out?  tied foreign 

exchange sources,  and heavy ccmpUition and long queues 

for extremely limited amounts  of free foreign exchange. 

Similarly,  shortages and rationing of domestic materials 

in short supply at one  time  or another,   including iron and 

steel,  cement,  coal and coke,  non-ferrous  metals, and rail 

transport,  have  interfered with tiinely procurement. 

4.      A fourth problem has been inadequate control over 

•chodule in both pre-con struct i on and construction phases of 

new projects.    In relatively new industries,  the development 

of realistic operating schedules has been hampered by the 

lack of sufficient data on the resources and time required 

under Indian conditions to compiute various project activities. 

The lack of detailed and meticulous project planning at an 

early stage has aleo been at times a handicap to schedule 
development« 

These scheduling deficiencies have contributed to an 

oxoossivoly loese control over contractor performance: i.e. 

oontrol not based on well-defined oontraotunl responsibilities 

to meet definite and detailed schedule commitments.    Frequently, 

oontraoting firms are deficient in equipment, technical and 

•uperviscry personal, highly skilled labour anr'   trained 

«•nagemont.    Therefore,  successful project execution often 

requires a more intensive supervision of contractor 

porforscmoe, and adoption by project management of many 

planning responsibilities that in other countries might be 

delegated in large part to the contractor. 

5»     A fifth problem has been lack of synchronisation in 

latsr-d«pendent projeots,  leading to delays in the 

availability of inputs,  or delays in the emergence of markets. 

a%en slippages in infra-structure, like power or transport, 

fcftv* oocurred, these have been particularly damaging, sino« 

ooapwisating imports are iaposeiblej but, even for other 
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inputB, foreign exclude constraints have eon»timos delayed 

or prohibited compensating imports as well.    Slippages in 

forward-linked pr. j.cts havo   delayed full utilization of 

new capacity, since, alternative uros or  export markets can 

rarely be  found within a short period.    This problem returns 

full circle to the   Uffioultiea involved in "consistent" 

planning of intor-relntod projects  in a rapidly changing 

environment without full control of all. schedule. 

golutiona Developed 

With this introduction,  it is new po3BÍble to exploro 

Bpeoific adaptations by which the- Fertilizer Corporation of 

India has  countered such problems  in the field of project 

management.    It must be empliaaizod at the outset that the 

process of learning and adaptation is by no means complete. 

On the contrary,  several rather «significant examples are 

given below of economic and benefits yet to be realized. 

One   specific adaptation lina  in the area of industrial 

organization,  and concerns  the formation of the PCI itself. 

This step was a canecíouo attempt to capture   infant  industry 

economies by internalizing them.     The  GovernrDent of  India 

has hy-ond-large favoured the unification of  projects into 

large multi-plant organizations rather than the proliferation 

of separate undertakings. 

This policy lias yielded demonstrable benefits.    Under it, 

fcr example,  the PCI has generated a fully staffed and equipped 

planning, design and rosoarch division with specialised teams 

for procees design,  engineering,   fundamental rosearon, and also 

for techno-economic studies relevant to the  industry in 

general,   or to p-rticul« prcjeobc.    As this division has 

grown,  it has gradually substituted local for imported 

servioes in project panning, design and engineering and 

project management.    In  • .mtrast to the first fertiliser 

projeot, which was implemented under two main oontracts,  ons 

with a firm of consulting engineers, the other with a 

iim'ií i •daü It   'if ,ii ifirrililfaiilitti,ss..s^ss^rf-| 
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"constructor* who   »loeted contractors and  coordinated 

and supervised their work, the   owner»s responsibilities 

in later projects?   irciudet maua^omtrt  of civil works and 

erection, as  well  as complete  responsibilit,-' for  most 

ancillary facilities.     Tr   it,.,  ront ~eoent  projects, PCI 

il acting practically as  its owr turn-Key  contractor. 

Apart from certain  process knov-how ani denigri services 

provided by   the foreign   technical collaborator,   responsibility 

for all phases of  tho project   liey directly   with  PCI.     This 

has important implicr.tiorif. for   ue¡3Í/*n, pro curtr>iont, contracting 

and control  of scheduli;.     What  is important to recogniie is 

that this development could not hav«   taken  place   without the 

pooling of available talent and know—how in a single 

organization,  and a sufficient  scale   of operations and 

expansione  to justify such an establishment.   These, in  turn, 

•tern directly from the decision  to integrate public Motor 

fertilizer unite under the FCI. 

The implications of  the import subetitution   in project 

•enrices which has accompanied  the growth of PCI*s Planning 

A Development Division   (PAD) shed light on  the benefits  of the 

learning experience.    First of all,  with greater   local 

engineering,   it ha.3 been  possible to   seek more actively  for 

ways to increase the Indian component of plant and equipment« 

fCl engineers have  surveyed local fabrication capabilities, 

and actively  collaborated with potential suppliers.    In  som 

Ini tonco e, it has been possible  to modify the specifications 

of materials,  vessels,  or equipment to bring them  into 

eonionanoe with supplierE' capabilities, with no repercussions 

on the overall process design.     This   is something foreign 

engineers oould do as well, but there   is little inoentive for 

thte to undertake the extra effort, or to depart fro« their 

conventional engineering standards and specifications! and, it 

i» difficult  to forco then to do so,   especially if 

performance guáranteos ore demanded.     One indication of  ths 

•Stent to which Indian efforts have be>en successful is the 

lacrease in the local content of plant and équipaient fro« 
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lOjC-20^ in the foreign-engineered plant» to ipfàty in the 

Indion-ungineorcd plants. 

Secondly,   local   design  has facilitated modification«  to 

bring international   lesignr,  into  closer accord with Indian 

oonditionB.    In  India,  for example, maintenance tends to be 

a relatively more serious problem,   in part because  of the 

lack of experience of operating personnel,  in part because 

of the  time-consuming  procedures  for  .obtaining replacements, 

mostly from abroad out of fr«x foreign exchange.    Yet, the 

increasing sophistication rind competition of   the chemical 

ongin«;erinb' business  has led to plant designs ever more 

closely  restricted to rattd capacity,  with less built-in 

•pore capacity,   BO that it has become  mor« difficult to 

attain and sustain this rated level of output.    Indian 

engineers have  tended to be  on the conservative Bide,  in 

building  in a margin  of safety and avoiding unproven designs. 

This may  be a more economical course under Indian conditions. 

¿mother advantage of the trend toward wholly indigenous 

engineering ie  ite impact on schedule.     In the past,  PCI has 

experienced considerable difficulty in  obtaining a timely 

flow of data and drawings,  and this has  led to interruptions 

in the orderly progress of  contracting,   engineering, 

fabrication, civil works and erection.       When,  in addition 

to  the owner,  there are separate  contractors — many of then 

foreign —— for civil  works,   civil  engineering,  plant design 

and engineering, equipment supply, with numerous sub- 

contractors for fabrication,  the  lines of communication tond 

to booome excessively complicated.    Effective  coordination is 

diffioult.    Moreover,   the schedule most to the advantage  of 

the owner may imply a sequence of work which does not minimi»« 

ooet to  some or any of the contractors.    Then, real probles* 

aria« in holding contractors to schedule commitments.    A 

unified engineering responsibility, like that evolved by the 

ICI acting like  its own turn-key contractor, ameliorates sjony 

of these  problems.    Communications are improved and confi ioti 

of interest are reduced,   ¿is a result,  time lost through 
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interruption in the even flow of work has been reduced. 

A moro significant benefit that has resulted from 

import substitution in design and encineering  is the degree 

of standardization it  has permitted.    Standardization of 

plant and equipment design  in the  past  has been difficult 

to achieve, because financing nas   linked procurement to 

particular countries ^d because  foreign engin, cring firme _ 

With their own engineering  practices and standards,   and holding 

only ocrtain licenses  for process  know-how — have  been 

entrusted with the jot.    Recently,  however,   the interaction 

of loool design and greater reliance en foreign suppliers» 

oredits has permitted PCI to plan at least four major project« 
which will be very 3imilar. 

One result of standardization will be a reduction of 

difficulties and delay in contracting.    Technical information 

will be available at a vory early date  to permit the 

contracting process to begin.   Of greater significance is 

the prospeot of significant reductions in project time 

schedules,   as wull as  costs.    Design and engineering time  on 

subséquent plants should be reduced by several months. 

Quoted delivery times f < r critical equipment should be shortened 

ty • few months,  not only because of the  learning curve in 

fabricators« shope but also because of the reduction in 

contingency margins usually included in the suppliers' quotations 

wh«n substantial penalties for late delivery are imposed in 

oontract terms.    Erection and commissioning time, and the tin» 

required to stabilize production at high levels, may aleo be 

Induced, but this will depend largely on  the extent to which 

key personnel experienced in previous plants of the came design 

•PS included in the erection and commissioning teams. 

In addition to these time savings,  standardization will 

Usd to oost savings of perhaps % of total capital costs in 

stifcssjojuent projsots, due to 405C to 50* reduction in design 

•ad engineering oostsf reduced payments to the foreign 

collaborators for checking of drawings, supervision of 
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creotion and use oí licensee, know-he wj reduced aparea and 

inventoriée; and reduced indigenous procurement cost« dus 

to economies rf scale  and roduoed wastage  of materials. 

Another critical area in which the benefits of 

experience  have been apparent is that of project planning. 

Not  only in the PCI, nor only in the fertilizer industry, 

nor onlj  in 'India, deficiencies in  investment planning have 

been a serious source  ..f ooot and schedule overruns.     It ia 

ovident,  however,  from an examinât im of  the project plane 

on which dee.isicn3 and actions have  boon  taken  that the FCI 

hao made considerable  progress in generating thorough and 

oompetent  project studies.     Per early prcjectu,  the  basto 

tcohno-ooonomic  étudieü which usuaily underlay project 

approval were carried  out by  foreign consultants, ad hojo 

oommittees of Indian exports, or by the  engineering dapartann.ta 

of operating divisions.    Bxamint'.tion of  these  studies for 

earlier projects reveals serious  limitations on the  qualify 

of relevant date, available  at the   -nine  of decision,   the 

adequacy  cf economic analysis, arid the amount  cf detailed 

technical  and administrative  planning accomplished at an 

early stage, in  comparison   cc  the;  plans  frr later projeota. 

More recently,  a ningl.' department within the  P&D Division 

has been  formed   to make continuing studies of demand,  looation 

and design of new units, of  raw (utiterials and equipment 

availabilities,   as   K 11 as   ^cjhno-ocrnomic stud-is for partioul-O' 

projects  under consideration.    This has   otv i o ue advantage a l 

the  aooumulobion of expertise and experience;   the posRibility 

of engaging in long-term and continuing étudies of  the baa io 

•oonomic and technical factors affecting the industry} the 

oreaticn  of a contrai repository for relevant price,  cost 

and procosa information.    Moreover, it fixes responaibility 

for the execution of these  functions in a single agency, 

operating under pclicy guidelines from above,   instead of 

having reaponsibility diffused throughout the  organisation 

and varioue organs of government. 
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An earlier section of this paper emphasized the 

important role  the length of  the gestation period has 

In determining project coatr and profitability.    Consequently, 

a most significant area in  which expérience has led   to 

•conomies   is that of  project  scheduling,   reporting and 

oontrol.     Since   so -.any concurrent and  interrelated activities 

take  place, executed by so  many agencien,  in a major  invest- 

ment project,  the detailed analysis and  «scheduling of work 

la fundamental  to fix   ";he responsibilities of all parties 

and   to direct efforts  and resources into  a consistent pattern. 

In earlier FCI projects, schedule   slippage was  a major 

problem,   and led  to unduly   long periods   of time required for 

oompletion: more  than  five years  on the  average,    obviously, 

this  imposed a considerable   cost on the  economy, given the 

aaount of  oapital locked into fertilizer  projects and the 

high price  of fertilizer on   international  markets.    With 

FCI'o latest project,   however, an attempt has been made fro« 

the  very  outset to make full  use  of modern techniques of 

•oheduling and control.    Both the  Project Coordination 

Apartment,  specially  formed  in the P&D Division for  thia 

purpose,   and the  Project Planning  Office   at the Bite,   have 

taken vigorous action  to install unable  systems based on 

network analysis,  encompaBsing the derivation of adequate 

oon trac tua 1 milestones,  procurement planning,  work scheduling, 

•anagjement reporting,   cost accounting, data storage and analysis. 

This  system has helped to avoid any major hitches in  the 

progresa of the  latest project since work has begun,  and will 

undoubtedly be of even greater service in the  future,  as it 

ia perfected and extended. 

In the area of contracting policy and procedure«, 

•ipaxienoe has led the FCI toward solutions of several 

problemf  how to avoid protracted discussion, clarification, 

re—tender,  negotiation and reviww in concluding important 

contracts |  how to ensure the  selection of con tractors able 

and equipped to perform satisfactorily} and, how to gain 

and Maintain effective control of contrae tor perfoi 
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ovar ta* oourse of work. 

In the past, the period of oontract award he. been 

«duly extended for a number of reasons.    Imprecise, overly 

general tender specifications or specifications which had 

subsequently to be revised often led to numerous request, 

for clarification of bids, difficulties in comparing bids 

submitted on widely different bases,  protracted negotiations, 

or the  solicitation of fresh bids.    Over time, however,  ths 

period required for the preparation and evaluation of traten 

has tended to decline,  due to FCI's  increasing experience 

in design and engineering.    In the most recent projects, 

procesa,  equipment and the scope  of supply have been more 

Olosely specified in tender documents .und removed from the 

arsa of negotiation,  so that FCI has found itself less often 

faced with widely disparate bids. 

Another time-saving adaptation has been to reduo» the 

number of people involved in bid evaluation.    Evidently, 

during earlier periods, the tendenoy was to assemble high- 

powered committees for important contract decisions,  including 

not only senior people from FCI divisions but also out.ids 

experts.    This undoubtedly engaged the most experienced 

Judgements available,  lent weight to the recommendations, 

»nd fostered a broad collective responsibility for decision». 

Unfortunately, however, the most senior men tended naturally 

to be  those with the most numerous and pressing commitment« 

•Uewhere, so that it was often a task of considerable 

sagnitude to convene those people quickly enough to reaoh a 

speedy decision.    This tendency seems now to have been 

reversed, with the PAD Division and the site organisation 

•fearing the major responsibilities for contracting. 

Similarly, a good der.l of time was consumed in Government la 

fee review and appi oval of contracts.    Recently, an attempt 

•M Wen made to shorten this process by forming a single 

•MBilttee comprising officer« of all concerned agencie» to 

ooaaider such matters at one sitting« 

procedures also have evolved to «nsure the »election of 

SBBBlBBl mm WEEM mi^mmmmm 
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qualified contractors.    To give adequate weight to competence, 

quality and reliability in the evaluation of bids in public- 

•eotor enterprises is difficult, because  of a well-developed 

system of financial post-audit and a well-developed fear of 

venality and favouritism.    Thus,  a low bid, even an un- 

realistically low bid,   cannot be   rejected without elaborate 

justification, and even then  the door is open to complaints 

from dissatisfied bidders about favouritism,   failure  to 

encourage new entrants  into the field,  and so on.    In recent 

projects,  PCI has used a screening procedure,  whereby 

prospective bidders are   invited to submit particulars of 

their experience and qualifications, and tenders arc  invited 

only from those   judged,  with concurrence at high levels,   to 

Ve eligible.    For fabrication and equipment supply contraots, 

FCI has for reference a thorough survey of capacities and 

capabilities performed at periodic intervals,  so that tenders 

oan be  invited only from qualified manufacturers. 

Other ohanges in contracting policy have  increased PCI's 

ability to control contractor performance whilw work is in 

progress,  primarily by building more detailed schedules and 

Milestones  into contract documents along with provisions that 

five  the owner adequate  powers to ensure  compliance.    In 

early projects,  olauses governing schedule obligations tended 

to be  too vague  to ensure effective coordination at  the 

operation level.    In more recent orojects,  schedule develop» 

Ment has been advanced sufficiently early to permit the 

inolusion of adequate milestones  in contractual agreements» 

Procurement problems have been among the most troublesome 

of those facing investment projects in both public and private 

Motors«    Delays in import lioeneing have been widespread! 

•0,  to an extent« have been delays in procurement of controlled 

Aonsstlo items.    FCI*s experience has helped it to adapt, to an 

extent, to these difficult circumstances. 

The foregoing description of the considerable strides 

il one industry in project planning and management suggests 

potentially significant economies tc be realised as experionoe 
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la investment planning in an industry accumulates, and as 

•any of the engineering, procurement, fabrication and manage— 

•ent functionB are taken over indigenously. Over the 

transitional period, as additional functions are assumed bit- 

ty-bit, the path of project costs is affected by a) start- 

up costs involved in doing something for the first time, 

whether it be designing an ammonia synthesis unit or managing 

squipment procurement} and b) costs stemming from loss of 

unity in management and control in the project and the 

oonsoquent increase in problems of coordination and 

communication. Initial investments in an industry are likely 

to be implemented under unified turn-key contracts awarded to 

sxperionoed foreign firms; ae the process of import substitution 

in investment services approaches maturity, project control 

is likely to be re-unified under the owner or a domestic 

oontraotor. In the interim, the costs of disintegration 

in project management are likely to be felt in schedule delays 

due to failures in coordination as well os inexperienoc as 

new functions are taken over. 
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APPBQIX 

Calculations fading, to Table 2 

The following calculations are in support of Table 2 

of the text and are intended to show that the coats of 

ttnder-utilizod resources are a major source of inadequate 

returns tc investment; or, tr put it more positively, that 

the reserves of productive potential comprise an extremely 

promising source of internally generated economic growth. 

A  relatively simple discounted cash flow analytical framework 

ha« been developed in order to demonstrate the effects of 

more rapid project completion and attainment of full capacity 

production on the net worth of the individual enterprises. 

The variables that enter the model are as follows: 

X m  full-capacity physical output rate, or volume index, 
per year 

k • the total capital cost of the project per unit of out- 
put at full capacity production 

p m  the unit value price of output 

O • direct operating costs per  unit of output 

C » total fixed costs 

T m  the marginal efficienoy of capital, or sooial rate of 
time discount 

A m the time at which production begins, measured fro« the 
•tart of investment outlay 

L • the time at which production ceases, measured from A 

Y m  the discounted present value, or net worth, of the 
project 

t(%) m  the time distribution of investment outlay 

f(t) • the time profile of output 

J • the percentage of investment outlay which occur« bafora 
production can begin. 

ImijEi*..^* .J tdt .1 **>--4hft If/--  ^..w 1..Í& .. A**«» 
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Then, assuming that parameter values would bo chosen to 

sake f(t) almost aero well before t»L the expression for 7 

is approximately 

A+L -rt A+L   -rt     o o 

1)    V -    J* (p-c)Xg(t) e dt - /ce     dt -QJ)Oî{\) 

-rt 

s     dt« 

A floxible and convenient form of the function f(t) is the 

gamma function, whioh assumes a uni-modal distribution of 

investment outlay over time: 

n+1    n   _ bt 
2) f(t) - b_t      e 

n» 

whioh implies that 

J-rt    n+1 
f(t) •   dt - b  

(b+rj 
•1 

As a specification for the function g(t) an appropriate 

form would be a logistics-type relation which approaches 

unity as t increases: 

4) f(t) - 1 - e 

A+L -rt 

(t-A) 

-TA       -rL       -aL -rL 

5)      / •<*> « dt - «  (re (e        .1) - *(• -1) 
^ r(r+a) 

If one is willing to ignore a term as small aa re "^r**'I'f 

whioh should be vory close to zero, then 

/«A+L  "rt     -ni -rL 
6' /.f(t) «  dt - e   (a - (a+r)e    ) 

the whole expression can be rewritten aa 

•TA •rL -rA -ri, frtl 
7) ? - (PMS)C (a - (a+r)e        )X . Cfc       (^        ) . 

'(««) r (tor) 
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«» .tart-up tin» A must be considered to be a function of 

the parameters of f(t), such that the sooner production 

begins,  the sooner the investment is completed.    por purpose 

of analysis, it can be assumed that production begins after 

û .pecified fraction of the  investit has been completed. 

nJ f(t)dt . j ¿Z1 

th*. determine. A, given f(t) and J.    it would bs u».ful *> 

•xprc.s V directly in terms of the start-up tim. A.    »^ 2) 

and. 8) it oan be derived that 

9) ii. -. 4 ,    and so 

10) Ab . x, «here x i. a constant of integration. If ,*• 

«.wider, only integral valus, of n, thi. conmtant folle«, 
the relationship 

U)    4-1-e     (Wx+x   /2I ... •x*/nl) 

If only n - 2 and j - .75 are „.edt the .xprsMic» for 

be written in a final version as 

(U) 
(X>)le fu . (^ -^     Ce -*f 1 • Q-

rM x B*l 

fro« this oxprewion it i. po.sible to ms.e.. the impact on 

th. di.oounted net worth of the project of changes in the 

OOMtruction period, or in the period required to attain full 

oapacity.    Also,  it is possible to re-formulate the model 

•lightly to encompass a wide variety of financial arrangements. 

For example, if all investment fonds were committed at the 

r«y outset, the last term of the expression would simply be 

-tt, with the rest of the relation unchanged. 

In the following paragraphs, hypothetical parameter valus, 

ft** used to explore the impact of these ge.tatioo lag. for 

fronte of:    a) diff.r«nt oapital intonsi*,    b) alternativ« 

A» ^^..i*ifodfr- 
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fianacing arrangement!, and o) different ex ants prof l'Utility. 

In all that follows,  the choice of units has been such that 

the full-capacity physical output rate per year in each 

project is equal  to unity  (in tens,  numbers,  or whatever), 

and the price of this unit of output is also unity (in rupees). 

Therefore,   total capital requirements,  the discounted present 

value  of the investment, and project costs will all be 

expressed in unita corresponding tu  the value  of one year's 

full capacity output.    Conversion to units based on the total 

oapital requirements of the  projects is a simple matter, using 

the oapital-cutput ratios.    The production span of all project« 

has been assumed  to bu  fifteen years,  with no subsequent scrap 

value.    The start ol' production has been assumed to oc our 

after 75$ of the  t tal  investment has been disbursed, a 

conservative assumption. 

The simplest and conventional way of representing 

investment costs in such analyses is   to assume  that investssjnt 

00|t£ coincide  in time with investment outlays.    Although this 

is not usually true  from the standpoint of the  individual 

enterprise which finances investment substantially through 

borrowing,  it is  true  from the national standpoint for all 

investments out of domestic resources.    Even from the national 

standpoint,  it is not true of the foreign capital component 

•of investment,  for which the resource costs to the economy 

(in interest, dividend and amortisation payments) may not 

ooincide  in time with the disbursements.    The effect of this 

•pajr^is-you-go" assumption is to minimize  the cost of logs in 

the construction  period,  since such lags defer both benefits 

and costs.    Table  3 below presents the discounted net worth 

V as a function of the time for start-up à, for various 

projects,  based on the relationship (12).    At discount rotes 

of first Tfi> arid then 15$,  the procedure has been to choose 

projects with capital-output ratios k of one,  two, and three 

in such a way that each, would just break even (V-O) if 

production began after three years.    This implies,  of oourse, 

that the operating margin (l-c) must be much greater for mors 

oapital-using projects and at higher rates of time disoovnt« 
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TABLE 3 

A. r • . .07 

r* *"*ry ¡£¿3_¡£S 

C . > .10 

Itoli (X-c¡ - .2^ k«2¡ (Uc) - .36 k-3l (l-o) • .4) 

A         I á I ü I 
2 .014 
3 .000 

4 -.016 

5 -.030 

6 -.042 

2 

3 

4 

5 
6 

B# r • 

.03 
•00 

-.03 
-.06 

-.06 

.15 

2 

3 

4 

5 
6 

.045 
•000 

-.045 
-.007 

-•125 

( 

0 - •10 

*4| <Uo) - .* &EL.1 Il-o) - .56 te»3i 1 [l-o) » .78 

à         1 i I á 
t 

I                  j 
a       .03 

3 .00 

4 -.04 

5 -.05 

4       -*09 

2 

3 

4 

5 
6 

.07 
•00 

-.07 

-.11 

2 

3 

4 

5 
6 

.10 

.00 

-.12 

-.17 

-.23 

í 

Ét.^ü.AÜ> _JL. M*JI *. Jt 
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The results show that at the lower rate (7$) of disoount, 

a one-year lag in pro je o t completion reduces the net worth 

of the. project by about 1,55S of the total oapital employed, 

a two-year log reduoes it by about 356.    At a 15$ rate of 

disoount, the costs are about 1% and 6% of the total oapital 

employed for logs of one and two years.    While these magnitudes 

are not negligible, neither arc they oarthshaking.    It is 

interesting,  however,  to pursue the matter a bit further, 

-      Belays in reaching full production after projeot completion, 

under pay-as-you-go financing, defer only the benefits and 

direct operating costs, and so are more damaging to net worth« 

In Table 4t essentially the aaroc projects are re-examined for 

variations in this second kind of lag; whereas it was assumed 

pneviously that once completed, all projects would reach 

an output rate of 85$ of capacity at the end of the seoond 

year (corresponding to a-1 in the distribution .function g(t) • 

1 - e ),  here it is assumed that all projeots reaoh 

start-up at the end of the third year (corresponding to A»3) 

and the period required to reach full capacity varies«    Por 

greater intelligibility,  the function g(t),is described in 

Table 4 in terms of only one characteristic;    the length of 

time neoded to reach &5% of the full-capacity output rate«    The 

correspondence between this and values of the paramo tor a la 

Illustrated below« 

lUJftJT» YM# °r *i «(* J • i»   i 
I.25 1.5 .91 
1.00 2.0 •65 
0.65 2.2 .62 
0.T5 2,5 .76 
0.90 3.8 .63 

,0*40 4.7 .55 

for a • «JO, for example, production at the end of the 

of operations runs at 6$% of oapaoity, and it 

to raaoh 85$ of capaoity, and so on« 
3.6 
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TABLEA 

PHOJICT ÜBT WORTH AS A WUCTIOf OF ATTAINMENT ff 

FULL CAPACITY OUfHf 

A. r - .07 

C - .10 

k • lt (l-o>. .24      k«2t (l-o). .36       k»3| (l~c)- .49 

Juuálli-iaSL (I)   *t «m . .as ryi   t, g(t) • .q y 

1.5 
2.0 

2.5 
3.8 

4.7 

.03 

.00 

-.06 

-.17 

-.24 

1.5 
2.0 

2.5 
3.8 

4.7 

.06 

.00 

-.08 

-.24 

-.35 

1.5 
2.0 

2.5 
3.8 

4.7 

.07 

.00 

-.11 

-.33 

-.47 

k. li (UW .lâ 

1.5 
2.0 

2.5 
3.8 

4.7 

.03 

.00 

-.05 

-.14 
-.20 

B. r 

C 

.15 

.10 

Ml iirth t*ft     K«3I (u). .78 

*» l(t) • .85 (V)    t> g(t) • .85 (V) 

1.5 
2.0 

2.5 
3.8 

4.7 

.05 

.00 

-.09 

-.23 

-.33 

1.5 
2.0 

2.5 
3.8 

4.7 

.07 

.00 

-.12 

-.32 

-.4* 

ÉklMÉiiMhÈkJyifcriiB •   „.^L^Êt 
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The results show that du lays in reaching full oapaoity have 

a substantial impact on the net value of projeots at all 

oapital-intensi tice and both high and low rates' of disoount# 

A delay of only six months reduces the present value by four 

to six percent of total capital employed!  a delay of two 

years reduces it by twelve to seven teen percent.    Taken 

together,  Tables 3 and 4 demónstrate that, oven under these 

simplest assumptions,  chances  in the  time required to 

complete projects and put them into full production have 

important effects on investment returns. 

In fact,  however,  the assumption that investment oosts 

coincide with investment outlays is unrealistic for the 

larger part of India's development projects.    Foreign oredit» 

have financed a considerable share  of India's investments  in 

industry and infra-structure.    The availability of such credit 

is limited,  and the  financial  torms  are,   in most instances, 

lower than the marginal efficiency  of capital in India.    For 

proper resource allocation,  this portion of project coats 

should be charged at the  time at which capital  is committed 

a«d made unavailable for othor purposes. 

Tables 5 and 6 show the  impact  of lags in projeot 

compie ti on and attainment of full capacity for the jjyn? 

projects  investigated previously,  under the assumption that 

one-half the  capital is committed at time zero.    Therefore, 

for the reference prcject, with A«3 and a«l,  the calculation« 

•how the economic costs of tying up capital in advance  of 

its utilization,    ¿.t a timi  discount rate  of 7$i  this  is 

•bout six percent of the  capital  involved in the whole projeotf 

at 15$t  this  is ab'-ut thirteen percent of the total oapital« 

In general,   the figures demonstrate  the larger gains to be had 

fron more rapid fruition; a ono-y^ar reduction in project 

oomplotion time saves about 45S of the capital invested! a 

two-grear reduction saves 7& at the   lower discount rate.    At 

the higher discount rate,  the savings would be approximately 

8** and 13^«    An acceleration of the rate jf oapacity utilisation 

by six months would save 6% of the  oapi tal employed, and an 

sii 
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T¿BU[ 5 

L 

¿ FWC^CN OF reOJiüCT COOTJWy». 

fiAMM-TAPL 

iu p - .07 

C -.10 

k»l| (1-c) - .24 k-2| (1-c) . .36 k-3| (1-c) • .49 

A         Ï i ï à X 
2 -.02 

3 -.06 

4 -.10 

5 -U 

<        -.IT 

2 

3 

4 

5 
6 

B. 

-.05 

-.13, 
-.20 

-.27 . 

-.34 

» 

p - .15 
0 • .10 

2 

i 

4 

. 5 
6 

-.09 

-.21 

-.32 

-.42 

-Ol 

fek (l-o) - .34 k-2j (IM>) - .56 Mí ! 

A 

Í1-«) - .78 

A       X A .* ï 
2 •*•• 

3 -.12 

4 -.là 

5 -.«* 

4        -.31 

2 

3 

4 

5 
6 

—.2B 

-.42 

• .52 
-.42 

? 

3 

4 

5 
6 

-.20 

-.42 

-.63 

-.78 

-.93 

im^Èjm^****ÊÊlkÈmmÊ*^È**É**^ÊL^lÉÊÊMà. kj" •*•' 
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TABU 6 

MET MOM« AS A WBMMM OF ¿MM 01 FULL 

fltfâfim Wffffl i ttiPTO TI 

A. r - .0? 

fl - .10 

torti  (l-o) - .24       k-2|  (l-o) • .36      k-3f (l-o) • .49 

ttf(t) - .85     V       t:g(t) » .85     V      ttg(6) - .85      V 

1.5 -.03 1.5 -.08 1.5 -.15 
2.0 -.06 2.0 -.13 2.0 -.21 

2*5 -.12 2.5 -.24 2.5 -.35 
3.8 -.22 3.0 -.40 3.8 -.5« 
4.7 -.30 4.7 -.51 4.7 —71 

B. r - .15 

C - .10 

fell (1-0) - j& 
k-2| (l-c) . .56 ICH (W) - *n 

satis). - -85 V tig(t) . .85     V ••iW"8?   V 

io -.10 1.5            -.23 1.5           -.35 
2.0 -.13 2.0             -.28 2.0            -.42 

2.5 -.19 2.5             -.38 2.5           -.55 
3.6 -.28 3.8            -.53 3.8           —.7Ä 

4.7        -.51 4.7 -.90 4.7 

--•-"•*•-—*—^-     —  -         *•   - •*•      -  -t*i-* "••-*• •'  -""   •»*—*>"" •- .-uar.^Á ^kímáu^lMáM 
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aooeleration by two years more than 16$, at a seven peroent 

discount faotor.    At a fifteen percent discount rate,  these 

savings would be approximately the same,   since the higher 

operating margins and higher discount rates largely oanoel 

eaoh other out.    If one puts  these figures together,   it 

appears that the oombined effect of, Bay, shifting to a more 

•conosiioal mode of financing, accelerating completion by one 

year,  and attaining full capacity six months earlier would 

•ave an amount equal to roughly sixteen percent of investment 

at a seven percent discount rate, and twenty-seven peroent 

of investment at a fifteen peroent discount rate. 

-A- ••** 
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